WEEKLY CAMP SCHEDULE - FUN ZONE
TIME

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

8:30-9:15

Drop Off/ Sign
In

Drop Off/
Sign In

Drop Off/ Sign
In

9:15-10:00

10:00-10:30

THURSDAY FRIDAY - Stay in or Drop off

Drop Off/
Sign In

Drop Off/ Sign Drop Off/ Sign
In
In

Outside/Indoor Outside/Ind Outside/Indoor Outside/Indo Outside/Indoor Outside/Indoor
Activity
oor Activity
Activity
or Activity
Activity
Activity

Bathroom &
Snack Break

10:30-11:30

Arts & Crafts

11:30-12:30

Sign
Language

Bathroom &
Snack Break

Bathroom &
Snack Break

Arts & Crafts

Chef Led
Cooking
Session

Sign
Language

Spanish

Bathroom &
Snack Break

Bathroom &
Snack Break

Sign
Language

Sign
Language

Arts & Crafts

Arts & Crafts

Bathroom &
Snack Break

F
I
E
L
D
T
R
I
P

12:30-01:15

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

01:15-2:15

Fun Zone
Attractions

Fun Zone
Attractions

Fun Zone
Attractions

Fun Zone
Attractions

Fun Zone
Attractions

2:15-3:15

Spanish

Lego Robotic
Building

Chess Lesson

Spanish

Lego Robotic
Building

3:15-3:45

Bathroom &
Snack Break

Bathroom &
Snack Break

Bathroom &
Snack Break

Bathroom &
Snack Break

Bathroom &
Snack Break

Bathroom &
Snack Break

3:45-4:30

Science
Experiement

Scavenger
hunt

Science
Experiement

Scavenger
hunt

Science
Experiement

Fun Zone
Attractions

4:30-5:30

Pick Up

Pick Up

Pick Up

Pick Up

Pick Up

Pick Up

* Fun Zone team intends to follow the schedule as listed. But iit is subject to minute adjustment & change as required.
Drop Off/ Sign In Kids will have free play with coloring pages, blocks,, musical instruments and multiple other things
. At the end, Camp lead will go over the "set of rules" that all the awsome kids have to follow
throughout the day to ensure a fun, exciting, Constructive and playful day

Outside/ Indoor
Activity

Activities will include playing with sand tables, chalks water activities, gardening and several
instructor led fun games that will ensure good amunt of high energy fun under the sun.

Lego Robotics
Building - WE DO
2.0

Kids will build robots, create computer games, and learn to code by making and controlling
creatures with the LEGO® WeDo® robotics system. Campers will program movement using
sensors, motors and software and then enhance their robotics skills further by completing missions
with Ozobots – micro-sized, color-sensing bots which respond to their instructions. Robots stays at
the facility but the pictures of the kids buliding the robots will be sent.

Lego Robotics
Building - EV3
Mindstorm

Sign Language

Chess Lesson

Arts & Crafts

Science
Experiement

Spanish
Field Trips

Fun of building with LEGO* bricks, plus the challenge of computer programming. Kids utilizes their
imagination to build the models and sees their creation come to life while sharpening their
computer thinking skills such as logical reasoning, pattern recognition, and modeling simulations.
Robots stays at the facility but the pictures of the kids buliding the robots will be sent.
Would you love to learn a new language? Love to talk with your hands? Learn the language
that is becoming more popular in your community!Each class you will learn a new set of
vocabulary and practice those signs through a variety of exercises and games. This class
involves a lot of movement and fun!It will cover ABC, basic everyday words
The objective of this class is to introduce the game of chess to new students, deepen
understanding of the game for established players, or offer intensive instruction for aspiring chess
masters. Grandmaster instructors provide daily lessons, puzzles, and play to help guide students
through each session.
Instruction offers a solid basic foundation, emphasizing the fundamental skills needed to begin a
lifetime
learning
chess, including:*
Proper
piece and
board
Algebraic
Notation
Our Art'sof
and
Craftsin
instructors,
with years
of experiencs
in art
andset-up,
design,
are brought
in to get
the creative juices flowing and get campers to think outside the box. We will make several
masterpices which they would be taking back home each day.

Mad Science summer camps and vacation programs give kids the opportunity to learn about
science through our interactive and hands-on science activities. Our summer camp enrichment
program will offer engaging science curriculums and hands-on activities led by our team of
dedicated science educators.
Native Spanish speaker would teach the basics of spanish laguage throuugh fun, interative
games and themes. There will be diferent themes (for e.g. continents, sports, movies) in ever
class and kids will learn through a fun engaging skit or play. Kids are going to take the list of new
words learnt everyday.
Kids will have fun filled field trips to coosley zoo, spalsh pads ( dragonfly parks / lombard splash
pads), Cypruss water park and likewise if the weather/transportation permits. Otherwise they will
cotinue to have fun and enriched learning at the facility itself.

